Evolving the Workplace

Why Upgrade?

Today’s businesses face the challenge of leveraging technology and planning data migration in an efficient, secure, and productive manner. Technology that wasn’t designed to handle the complexity of today’s mobile, digital workplace.


Data security is paramount in today’s business environment. The Intel® vPro™ platform provides key defenses against data breaches.

Premium Performance

The latest 7th gen Intel® Core™ processors deliver powerful performance that spans from the PC to the data center.

Remote Manageability

IT productivity. With 7th gen Intel® Core™ vPro™ processors, businesses simplify collaboration processes—all while improving workplace collaboration.

Streamlined Productivity

Saves IT organizations up to 70% of time spent on operational tasks, including infrastructure management.

Modernize with 7th Generation Intel® Core™ vPro™ Processors

By upgrading employees with the latest Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor-based systems, businesses and IT organizations can maximize productivity and simplify operational management.

Discover elevated performance at: intel.com/7thgen